
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for an enterprise technology. Thank
you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for enterprise technology

Initiate and facilitate root cause investigation and corrective action to
resolution resulting in root cause analysis, resolution and reporting
Production of statistics and reports to demonstrate where possible repeat
incidents are occurring across the organization and manage issues through to
resolution
Facilitating and coordinating technical meetings and managing root cause
analysis between technical teams
Recruits, hires & trains staff
Creating, owning and leading the vision, ambition and outcome of this global
function
Developing relationships with key stakeholders including CIO, Senior IT
management and partners
Supporting the continued transformation of the governance and
management of the Enterprise Product Owner function, ensuring that the
development of a strong Operating Model is developed and embedded
Owning and driving the delivery of the annual roadmap and five year plan as
agreed with your customer and stakeholder groups
Demonstrating continuous improvement of the IT Product area with clear
agreed customer KPIs and Metrics
Own the customer outcomes of the integration roadmap and accelerate
delivery capabilities

Qualifications for enterprise technology

Example of Enterprise Technology Job Description
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Configuration and management of teams across the spectrum of SDLC
activities
Must be prepared to travel across APAC where the nominated Enterprise
Partners operates
This individual uses their management and technical skills to contribute to the
development of company objectives and principles, and to develop channel
partner relationships in creative and effective ways
This individual manages the coordination of activities for a specific
geographic region
Responsible to be the main point of contact with a major Japanese SI firm,
including technology sales strategy, technology training, marketing, and
some follow-up with existing customers


